
Welcome!

This training is for educational purposes only.  All examples and 
analysis are intended for these purposes and should not be 

considered as specific investment or trading advice. All examples 
are for the purposes of teaching and are not intended to suggest 

future results.  The risk of loss in trading securities, options, 
futures, forex and cryptocurrencies can be substantial. Individuals 

must consider all relevant risk factors including their own 
personal financial situation before trading. Options, futures, and 
forex are considered more sophisticated investment vehicles 

due to high leverage and are not suitable for all investors.  

Day 1: The Future of Finance

Why Do You Need to Trade 
Crypto and Why Now?



Why Crypto?
➡ Fastest growing tech in history 
➡ 1 in 7 Earthlings trading crypto by 2025 
➡ Largest money making opportunity in our 

lifetimes (maybe ever!) 
➡ And the #1 reason….

Why Crypto?
➡ Because you keep hearing about it and you 

know deep down it’s driving you crazy that 
you don’t know how to make lots of money 
trading this strange invisible thing called 
CRYPTO!!!!

Q: Why do you need this 
challenge?

A: Because most people 
do not know how to trade 

crypto the right way…

(Don’t be like Mike…)



Mike Started buying 
here @ $0.03

Mike Bought More 
@ $0.28

Mike’s networth went 
from less than $30,000 

to over $1.7M

Oops!

The Money is not made by 
owning crypto, The money 
is made WHEN YOU SELL 

IT FOR A PROFIT.

The next 7 days is going to 
solve all of that for you.  

All I ask is that you show up.

OVERVIEW



My Promise:

In 7 Days you will 
understand crypto and 

how to trade it. 

What you will NOT get:

You will NOT be the 
ultimate crypto trading 

guru in 7 days…

7-Day “Getting Started” Challenge
Day 1 The Future of Finance - Crypto

Day 2 Buying & Selling Crypto

Day 3 What Cryptos Are Available

Day 4 How to Pick Winning Crypto

Day 5 Profiting with Trends

Day 6 The Simple Trading System that Wins

Day 7 Crypto Strategies & Techniques

All You Need to Do is SHOW UP! 

- Watch the Daily Session 
- Get the Recordings with VIP



About Me
➡ Placed my first trade in 1999

➡ Started teaching trading in 2008

➡ Dismissed Crypto as “a fluke” (mistake)

➡ Became interested in 2017

➡ Placed first crypto trade in 2018

➡ My fateful meeting with an Arabian Prince…

Today’s Lesson
➡ A Little Background on the Future

➡ What is Crypto…?

➡ How to make money with crypto

➡ Types of crypto traders

A Little Background On 
The Future



Fourth Turning - Key Concepts

• Society moves through cycles like seasons 
• Each “season” lasts about 20 years 
• A set of 4 seasons is a “saeculum” 
• History repeats itself

“What has been will be again,  
What has been done will be done again; 
There is nothing new under the sun.” 

(Ecclesiastes 1:9)

What’s Coming Next?

Old Institutions Dying Off…

• Traditional job/careers 
• Higher Education 
• Traditional Financial Planning 
• 20th Century Banking 
• Globalism



“Every setback brings 
with it the seeds of the 

next opportunity” 
- Napoleon Hill

Satoshi and “His Mission”
➡ Jan 9, 2009 the first Bitcoin was mined

➡ Created to implement a way for peer-to-peer 

electronic transactions without a 3rd party.

➡ Laid the groundwork for what has become 

thousands 

Response to Financial Crisis
➡ The 2008/2009 financial crisis revealed to the 

world the fragility of the central banking system

➡ Many seeking autonomy and freedom began 

touting the benefits of a “bitcoin system”

➡ This initiated what we know today as the 

crypto revolution. 

Early Adoption & Criticism
➡ People loved the idea…!

➡ … It was hard to be practical.

➡ Storage, mining, transferring, value… how 

would it all work?

➡ The next 8 years would be the proving ground

➡ Most said it would never work…



The Reason People Didn’t Believe…
➡ We have all been conditioned as to “what 

money is”.

➡ It’s hard to change the belief of a population

➡ As a culture we have had to awaken to the 

reality of what alternative currency could be

The 2017 Explosion
➡ Fall of 2017 CBOE issued the first BTC Futures

➡ This gave credibility from an “exchange” on the 

validity of Bitcoin

➡ BTC rallied to $17,000, and all other cryptos 

followed with it

➡ Until the bear market…

My Tom Busby Story…

2020 & Beyond
➡ During the Covid Shutdowns, people started 

learning about and buying crypto.

➡ It was a perfect storm…


‣ Awakening to dangers of central planners


‣ Institutional money flowing in


‣ Wider acceptance of crypto



Why I Think Crypto is The Future
➡ DeFi wins, Central Banks end.

➡ DeFi solves 99.999% of the institutional 

financial problems on planet earth.

What Is Crypto?

What is Crypto.. Actually
➡ Digital currency

➡ Not that different than what you’re using now 

if you bank and transact with CCs and online.

➡ Backed by a technology not backed by the 

government or central agency

➡ Can be passed around digitally, and 

exchanged, for things and stuff

How Does It Work?
➡ Decentralized Ledger (like a book)

➡ An entry is called a “block”

➡ Lots of entries connected are a “chain”

➡ The reward is a digital token called the 

“crypto currency”

➡ If you want more nerdy details… I’m not the 

guy to teach you that!



What is It NOT…?
➡ Not Physical

➡ Not overly practical for day to day currency 

transactions (yet)

➡ Not to be thought of as a currency, so much 

as a technology (which is also currency)

➡ Not to be thought of like traditional money…

What Does Decentralized Mean?
➡ All money today is controlled by the 

government and the “central banks”

➡ They make the rules…

➡ Crypto is controlled by “consensus”

➡ A set of governing rules are created at the 

beginning of the project and those rules 
control the entire project

Still Don’t Get it…?
➡ Imagine the government operated without 

human intervention, exactly the way the 
constitution laid it all out…


➡ Imagine no politicians or personal agendas or 
bias could taint the way the government 
worked and operated…


➡ Now imagine multiple check points that always 
guarantee compliance within the rules.

The Biggest Benefit..
➡ Decentralized ultimately means there is no 

single person or entity in the middle. 

➡ It’s autonomous. 

➡ I believe DECENTRALIZED FINANCE (DeFi) as 

whole, is the future of finance



What Do You ACTUALLY Need to Know?

➡ It works. 

➡ 99.9% of all the things you have probably 

complained about regarding money, the 
system, and corruption, is solved with 
blockchain and decentralized finance.


➡ How to USE IT (not how it works)

What Can You Forget About?
➡ How it works.

➡ All the nerdy stuff

➡ Trying to guess “which crypto is the future”

It’s a NEW FRONTIER! 
Relax, and enjoy the 

adventure…

How To Think About Crypto
➡ As Money (You’ll be disappointed)

➡ Think of it as a technology with huge money 

making opportunities

➡ You could buy and HODL

➡ Or you could TRADE IT

➡ It’s up to you



Why Trade Crypto?
➡ That’s where you make the money

➡ It has enormous opportunity

➡ It probably IS the future of finance

➡ It’s fun, and different, so why not?

How To Make Money with 
Crypto

How do you make money?
➡ OWNING crypto does not make you money…

➡ SELLING Crypto you bought at a lower price 

makes you money.

BUY LOW SELL HIGH



The KEY To Making MONEY
➡ Pick a crypto (any crypto) 
➡ Analyze its price movement 
➡ Buy when it’s trending higher, 
➡ Sell when it’s turning lower 
➡ Repeat 

Additional Ways to Make $$$
➡ Interest

➡ Staking rewards

➡ Free Crypto… 

➡ Other ways (crypto is very gamified)

The primary way to make 
money with crypto is to 

trade it.

Types of Crypto Traders



Types of Crypto Traders
➡ HODLers (Hold On for Dear Life)

➡ Long-term investors

➡ Active Traders

➡ Utilitarians

➡ Collectors/Nestalgia

Types of Crypto Traders (cont)
➡ Dabblers

➡ Free Loaders

➡ Gamblers/Lottery Winners

Which One Are You?

ACTION STEPS:
➡ Commit To Learn Crypto…

➡ Show up tomorrow!



Questions?

Email HELP@TradeMaestro.com 


